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Abstract
Real-time crowd-powered systems, such as Chorus/Evorus,
and VizWiz, have shown how incorporating humans into automated systems can supplement where the automated solutions fall short. However, one bottleneck of applying such
architectures to more scenarios is the longer latency of including humans in the loop of automated systems. For applications with hard constraints in turnaround times, humanoperated components’ longer latency and larger speed variation seem to be apparent deal breakers. This paper explicates
and quantifies these limitations by using a human-powered
text-based backend to hold conversations with users through
a voice-only smart speaker. Smart speakers must respond to
users’ requests within seconds, so the workers behind the
scenes only have a few seconds to compose answers. We
measured the end-to-end system latency and the conversation quality with eight pairs of participants, showing the challenges and superiority of such systems.

Introduction
Real-time crowd-powered systems have achieved success in
reducing the gaps between human agents and automated
solutions. For example, Chorus (Huang et al. 2016) and
Evorus (Huang, Chang, and Bigham 2018) used the crowd
to hold sophisticated long conversations, VizWiz utilized
crowd workers to answer visual questions quickly for blind
people (Bigham et al. 2010), and Zensors (Laput et al. 2015)
and Zensors++ (Guo et al. 2018) used the crowd to monitor
running video feeds. However, despite much effort to speed
up such systems, humans are, in many cases, still slower
than computers. Many existing automated systems and their
infrastructures were built with the assumption that all the
internal components, when working properly, have short
turnaround times. This reality makes realizing the vision of
crowd-powered systems extra challenging. Taking modern
smart speakers or voice-enabled devices for example, Amazon’s Echo devices, Google Assistant, Apple Siri, and Samsung Bixby respond to users’ requests within around 0.77 to
3.09 seconds (Koni et al. 2021). This range of turnaround
time is too short for most crowd-powered systems. The average latency of a response from the deployed version of
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Figure 1: System overview of E CHO PAL.
Chorus and Evorus was longer than 30 seconds; average response time per question for Vizwiz as 36 seconds and the
latency of Zensors++ is 120 seconds.
This paper examines and explicates the challenges of
incorporating a human-in-the-loop architecture into an
already-existing and widely used technological infrastructure. In particular, we built E CHO PAL, a prototype system
that allows a human worker to converse with the user synchronously via an Amazon’s Echo device.1 E CHO PAL works
with the full set of Amazon Alexa’s infrastructure, including
the official Alexa Skills Kit and an Echo device. To incorporate human workers in the loop and to allow free conversation, we engineered a custom back end for E CHO PAL.
E CHO PAL System. Figure 1 overviews the system. When
a user talks to the system, Echo records the audio and
turns the speech into text through the built-in automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system. The transcribed text is
then sent to the backend of E CHO PAL and presented to
the human worker as a message in the worker interface,
where the worker can see not only the transcribed message
but also a set of possible alternative transcriptions generated by the system. Furthermore, E CHO PAL uses Cleverbot
(www.cleverbot.com) to generate suggested responses for
the worker. We enforced a time constraint of 25 seconds for
the worker to produce each response. The worker’s response
is then be sent back to the Echo device, where a built-in textto-speech (TTS) function reads out the message to the user.
E CHO PAL inherits two real-world constraints of many
1

E CHO PAL demo video: https://youtu.be/iMDsX52VWGY

Figure 2: KDE distribution of the latency. From the distribution, we found that (i) default response gives systematically
lower latency; (ii) typing normally takes around 20 seconds.

Figure 3: Users rating on “Response accuracy to your questions” and “Response speed to your questions”. Most users
agree that E CHO PAL gives accurate response but is slow.

commercial smart speakers that are particularly challenging
for human-in-the-loop systems: (i) the extremely short response time, and (ii) the purely text-based back end. Alexa
Skills Kit enforced a maximum processing time for each turn
of speech received from the users; an Echo device also had a
maximum listening time once it finished reading out the responses. Furthermore, most smart speakers do not allow API
access to voice recordings to preserve user privacy. Namely,
in E CHO PAL, the worker cannot hear the user’s voice. The
worker can only rely on the transcriptions that are automatically compiled, which could be imperfect or misleading, to
communicate with users.

22.5 seconds (SD = 13.16); and 27 (7.7%) were the default
responses sent by simply clicking pre-defined buttons such
as “Yes, I agree.”, with an average latency of 10.04 seconds
(SD = 4.48). Figure 2 shows that the default response gives
systematically lower latency, and typing on average takes
around 20 seconds.

Experimental Results
Experimental Setup. An IRB-approved in-lab user study
with 17 participants were conducted to evaluate E CHO PAL.
The user study were conducted in pairs and involved two
participants at the same time, one as the user (N=9) and the
other as the worker (N=8).2 User and worker were assigned
to two different rooms so direct communication was prohibited. At the user station, the user first chatted with two Alexa
Prize Socialbots (Gabriel et al. 2020) for five minutes each.
It helped users get familiar with the interaction pattern of
Echo devices and can be treated as baseline in the study. After interacting with Alexa Prize Socialbots, users were asked
to chat with E CHO PAL for twenty minutes. Topics covered
chit-chat and open-domain questions, but both sides were
encouraged to chat freely without any kind of constraint on
the topic. At the worker station, one author first walked the
participant through how to use the interface and had them
familiarize themselves with the system for ten minutes. This
participant will then serve as the worker behind E CHO PAL
for twenty minutes using all the provided functionalities. After the chat was over, users and workers needed to fill up
a questionnaire as an assessment of their experience with
E CHO PAL separately.
End-to-End System Latency. Eight pairs of participants
produced a total of 350 turns of conversation. The latency
is defined as the duration between the time when the system
received the user message and when the system received the
worker response. The average latency is 17.68 seconds (SD
= 6.29). Among the 350 worker responses, 12 (3.4%) were
responses generated by Cleverbot with an average latency of
2
Three participants signed up as a group and therefore work as
a team of two users conversing with one worker.

User Assessment of Conversation With E CHO PAL. In
the post-study questionnaire. We asked users to rate their
satisfaction levels on the (i) accuracy and (ii) speed using a 5-point Likert scale, from “Very Dissatisfied” (1) to
“Very satisfied” (5). The average score of response quality
is 4.0, but that of response speed is only 2.56 (Figure 3).
Namely, users were satisfied with the quality of the conversation, but strongly dissatisfied with the turnaround
time of E CHO PAL. We also asked the users to directly rate
the overall quality of the system on a 5-point Likert scale,
from “Low Quality” (1) to “High Quality” (5). The average
score is 3.67. We also asked users to compare E CHO PAL to
Alexa Socialbots with a 5-point Likert scale, from “Much
Worse” (1) to “Much Better” (5). The average score is 3.56
with only one user rated E CHO PAL as “Worse”.
Cut-offs of Conversations. A common problem that occurred in the user study is the cut-offs of conversations. Almost all users mentioned this problem in the survey. Cut-offs
mostly happen in the middle of a sentence, often caused by a
longer pause between two words, which the device will consider the speech to be over. Another kind of cut-off happen
at the start of a speech. After Alexa finish reading out the
message from the worker, it will enter the listening mode
and start to transcribe. If the user does not start to talk fast
enough, it will either try to transcribe any background noise
picked up by the device or turn off the skill completely.

Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduces E CHO PAL, a prototype system that
allows a human worker to converse with the user synchronously via an Amazon’s Echo device without access to
the user’s voice recordings. In our user study, many users
expressed their frustration of the long latency of the system.
We also observed that one of the main challenges for users
is the cut-offs of ongoing conversations; and the main challenge for workers is the extremely short response time. Our
work explores the possibilities and challenges of human-inthe-loop smart speakers, informing the designs of future systems facing various real-world constraints.
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